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Legal notice 

All cotent copyright © The Makers’ Collective CBR (“The Makers’ Co”) (ABN 73 690 948 939), 2015. All rights 
reserved. All trademarks and trade names are proprietary to The Makers’ Co and must not be downloaded, 
reproduced or otherwise used without the express consent of The Makers’ Co. You may access and display 
these materials on your computer, monitor or other video display device and make one printed copy of any 
whole page or pages for your personal use only. Other than for the purposes of and subject to the conditions 
prescribed under the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) (or any other applicable legislation throughout the world), or 
as otherwise provided for herein, you may not use these materials in any manner without the prior written 
permission of the copyright owner. 

The Makers’ Co and the author have used reasonable care and skill in compiling the content of these 
materials. However, The Makers’ Co makes no warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of any information 
contained therein nor does The Makers’ Co accept responsibility for any acts or omissions in reliance upon 
these materials. These materials are intended to be a guide only and no part is intended to be advice, whether 
legal or professional. All persons are advised to seek professional advice to keep abreast of any legal or other 
reforms and developments. To the extent permitted by applicable law, The Makers’ Co, its employees, agents 
and consultants exclude all liability for any loss or damage claims and expenses including but not limited to legal 
costs, indirect special or consequential loss or damage (including but not limited to, negligence) arising out of 
the information in the materials. Where any law prohibits the exclusion of such liability, The Makers’ Co limits 
its liability to the resupply of the information. 
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Hey there!
I’m Mikaela, and I’m here to help you start and grow a 

business of your own.

Are you finding it difficult to start because you’re overwhelmed, 
under-skilled, unsure or unprepared? Are you determined to create a 
business that allows you more flexibility and freedom in your life and 
career, but have no idea where to even begin?

I’ll help you cut through the bullshit so you can start creating your dream 
business TODAY. No more daydreaming or procrastinating, it’s time to 
jump in.

How to use the Makers: Plan Your Year system
This guide comes with very specific instructions on how to follow the 
Makers: Plan Your Year system and they are very easy to follow! Keep in 
mind though, it will take some time, it’s not something you can smash out 
in half an hour.

Ideally see if you can set aside a good 4 hour chunk or a whole day 
to work on your plan - this will give you the best results to really 
concentrate and focus on it, instead of snatching moments here and 
there. You’ll probably need to come back to it over a few sessions, and 
remember nothing is set in stone - you can always come back and 
change things later! 

Good luck! 
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Makers co YEARLY PLANNING SYSTEM

Start big, break it down, get it done.
The system I have developed is all about breaking things down from large, over-arching yearly or 
quarterly goals into bite-sized daily action steps. 

Every daily action you take during your work day should be working towards knocking off an item 
related to your weekly task. This ties in with your monthly priority, which is in turn working towards 
achieving your overarching goal. These goals should be aligned with your focus, or intention for the 
year. 

Yearly Focus / Intention

⇩
Quarterly Goal

⇩
Monthly Priority

⇩
Weekly Task

⇩
Daily Action Steps

Using this system will help you “get out of the weeds” as it were and ensure you are working 
steadily towards a larger goal, rather than just getting super busy working on the day-to-day tasks 
without making any progress towards growing your business. 
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What does each stage entail?

Yearly Focus / Intention
This is not actually a goal, but it is what you would like your intention for the next 12 months to be. 
It could be something like growth, or brand awareness, personal development... Whatever you want 
to focus on for the year ahead.

As an example, previously mine was to focus, which meant working out exactly who I was trying to 
serve with my products and offerings, what they need, what my purpose is, and how best to do that. 
It meant dropping lots of projects and making some big decisions, but it helped me gain so much 
clarity around what I’m trying to do, I could finally forge ahead. The following year my intention was 
creation over consumption, and I made sure I was creating content, courses, and trainings more 
often than I was consuming them from other people. 

Quarterly Goals
Ideally the goals you set will be 90 day or 3 month goals. Yearly goals are generally too hard to stick 
to, and it’s very hard to celebrate your wins along the way and stay motivated to achieve the goal. 
As an example, aiming to save $10,000 this year, seems a lot harder to achieve than aiming to save 
$2500 by the 1st April, and then another $2500 by the 1st July, and so on.

I generally recommend following the “SMART” method for defining your goals, meaning specific, 
measurable, achievable, relevant & resonant, and time-bound. You can read more about smart goals 
in this blog post.

Monthly Priority
Over the quarter period, decide what your strategy (or priority) will be for each month. If your goal 
will take more than 3 strategies to make it happen, you might need to break the goal down to be 
more specific. 

Weekly Tasks
The key to getting things done is to focus on one thing at a time. For this reason, you should have 
one main task each week to complete, which will have multiple action steps within it to make it 
happen. 

For example, a weekly task might be something like “Update Website”, that leads into a monthly 
priority of “increase traffic to website”, that feeds into a quarterly goal of “increase mailing list to 2k 
subscribers”.

http://themakers.academy
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Daily Action Steps
The Daily Action Steps are the specific actions that need to be done to complete a task. The trick 
is to do these action steps, one at a time, until the task is done. One by one. Until it’s done. Then 
move onto the next task.

For the update website example, this might be: 

1. Update button styling
2. Create page for new product
3. Re-write entire copy for whole website

These three tasks would obviously vary greatly in time commitment, so one thing I do is also create 
an action board in Trello (or on paper) that lists all the action steps under three categories: 15 
minute tasks, 1 hr tasks and 1 day tasks. Then when you know you only have half an hour to spare, 
you can knock two of the 15 minute tasks off the list!

how do you implement the system?
I’ve outlined below how to implement the system using pen & paper for the most part, but if 
working digitally, I recommend using Trello (if you don’t already have a system in place). It’s really 
easy to move items between “cards” and “boards”, and keeps everything in one place (instead of 
writing in multiple notebooks), and you can link easily to all your resources for each project. 

First
Note down ALL the important dates, school holidays, markets etc into your wall planner, so you 
can see if there are any overlaps or bottlenecks where you might already have too much on. The 
Makers Co Wall Planner is designed to give you an OVERVIEW of your whole year, to avoid having 
too many commitments and getting overwhelmed and stressed at peak times. You don’t need to put 
your weekly tasks or daily actions steps on your wall planner (unless that really works for you).

Things to make note of now (on the next page):

• School holidays
• Planned family holidays
• Important birthdays - need to keep weekends free?
• Weekend breaks & Date nights
• Markets/Fairs (+ lead time for production, admin, marketing & promotion etc)
• Special occasion promotions (+ lead time to create discount codes, admin, marketing & 

promo etc)
• Seminars / Conferences you want to attend

http://themakers.academy
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Second
Set SMART goals for each quarter, working only one quarter in advance. Write these into the 
Smart Goal Planner Sheet included at the end of this PDF. Remember not to get caught up in the 
semantics of the wording, you can always refine that later.

Third
Work out priorities for each month of the quarter, put these into your Smart Goal Planner Sheet, 
and pop them onto your wall planner in each month - this allows you to be reminded every time you 
glance at your wall planner what your focus for the month is, and what you should be working on.

Fourth
Work out the main tasks you need to complete for the month, linking to the monthly priority and 
feeding into the quarterly goal. Put these into your Smart Goal Planner Sheet.

Translate these into the Tasks & Action Steps Sheets.

Special Dates
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Fifth
Before each week begins, refer to your Tasks and Action Steps Sheet, to see what you should be 
working on that week. Transfer the Weekly Task and Action Steps into your weekly planner or digital 
calendar and to-do lists for the week.

This is where you have to practise some self control: no adding new tasks to the list (very easy to do 
when you have shiny-object syndrome like me) or getting distracted by new ideas. Any new idea or 
task or thought that pops into your head should go on a master list or brain dump page (also known 
as “carparking” something) to come back to at a later date. Write it down, get it out of your head, 
but do NOT pursue it until the current task is complete.

Now you have your “To Do” list for the week ahead, and everything on it serves a purpose. Each 
time you tick something off that list, it’s getting you one step closer to achieving your overarching 
goals for the year ahead.

weekly scheduling tips
I’m very aware that as a micro-business owner, you are most likely wearing All. The. Hats. and also 
need to fit in your regular marketing and promotion, product design and creation, administration 
and all the other tasks related to running a business as a sole-trader, along with tackling growth 
strategies. Not to mention probably raising some kids and possibly even juggling a side-job or full-
time job as well. 

So how do you fit it all in?
I suggest creating a weekly schedule that outlines blocks of time dedicated to each type of task 
in your business. This will help to guide your week and help you be realistic about what can be 
achieved in a certain time frame.

You can read my post about creating your recurring weekly schedule in google Calendar (with a 
video of me showing you how) to get you started. 

ok, Let’s do it!
Fill in the following sheets with your yearly focus, quarterly goals, monthly priorities, weekly tasks 
and daily action steps.

http://themakers.academy
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Yearly Focus / Intention:

Quarterly Goal:

Monthly Priorities:

Month:      Priority:

weekly tasks

action steps

http://themakers.academy
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weekly tasks

action steps

weekly tasks

action steps

Month:      Priority:

Month:      Priority:
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Want more support?
Too many women are giving up on their creative business ideas because 

they are overwhelmed, under-skilled, unsure or unprepared. This is why I’ve 
created The Makers Academy. 

I want to help you escape the daily grind, realise your potential, 
become your own boss and never look back.

More than 60 percent of small businesses cease operating 
within the first three years of starting.

I give you the tools and skills to plan, launch and grow your idea into a 
thriving business so you can become self-employed and stay that way.

Want to know more? 
Email me on info@themakerscollective.com.au 

or head to www.themakers.academy
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